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WHY
BRIAN JAMES
TRAILERS?
SMOOTH RIDE
Designed for long distance and heavy loads, our running gear features rubber torsion 
axles for stable, effortless towing, low maintenance sealed-for-life bearings and 
auto-reverse brakes for increased driving safety.

MARKET LEADERS
Our reputation for quality and reliability has made us the go-to manufacturer for the 
automotive logistics and motorsport industries for over 40 years.

you to create a trailer that’s perfect for you.

PERSONALISATION

Our reputation for quality has ensured that our trailers have strong residual value. As 
well as working hard, our trailers hold their value for many years.

STRONG RESIDUAL VALUES

spare wheel, locking coupling head and rear loading ramps.

HIGHER STANDARDS



  

CHOICE OF COLOURS

All our trailers come ready for use without the need for additional options and with 
delivery to your local dealer included in the price.

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Our dealers are chosen for their high levels of customer service and aftermarket 
support, which combined with excellent product availability through our network, 

DEALER SUPPORT

Good levels of stock available immediately, or the ability to ‘make to order’ your exact 

AVAILABILITY

Our ‘Price Protect’ promise guarantees the price at time of order (subject to agreed 
deposit), even if prices rise before delivery.

PRICE PROTECT

5 YEAR WARRANTY

they are of  are of the highest quality; the reason why they are chosen by professional 
users around the world.
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transporter with very high standard 

further to meet individual requirements, 
whether that be for motorsport, exotic 
supercars or vehicle logistics.

RACE 
TRANSPORTER 6
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CONFIGURE  RACE TRANSPORTER 6...

AT A GLANCE

with 360° cameras with an awning
For increased storage and 
organisation of components 

with a store station
Four cameras for all-round 
visibility and safe manoeuvring

For added protection from the 
elements

The ultimate enclosed car trailer, available in a choice of lengths and widths.

Tri-axle with wheels under the bed to provide maximum bed width, suitable for 
carrying wide vehicles in comfort and style. 

Market leader that’s the choice for professional car logistics and motorsport users.

storage, LED lighting, wheel chocks and over-wheel straps.



transporter with twin side doors, full-width 
rear door, full LED lighting, hydraulic 
tilt-bed and daylight roof. A wide range 
of options allows this car trailer to be 

whether for motorsport, classic cars or 
vehicle logistics.

doors, full-width 
g, hydraulic 

A wide range 
trailer to be 

classic cars or 

RACE 
TRANSPORTER 5
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CONFIGURE  RACE TRANSPORTER 5...

AT A GLANCE

Standard equipment includes LED exterior lighting, hydraulic tilt-bed and electric 
winch for easy loading as well as daylight roof, storage trays and more.

store station. 

with a with 

illuminates trailer interior
For ultra-low loading anglesFor increased storage and 

organisation of components 

with a store station



An enclosed car transporter with a full-width, 
full-height rear door ramp with gas springs. 

options to suit motorsport, classic 
cars or vehicle logistics.

ter with a full-width, 
p with gas springs. 

t, classic 

RACE 
TRANSPORTER 4
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CONFIGURE  RACE TRANSPORTER 4...

AT A GLANCE

with with a with 
Super-bright, long-lasting and 
reliable

For storage of multiple spare 
wheels and tyres

Fantastic value 3,500kg enclosed car transporter trailer.

and gull-wing doors. 

Choice of options includes alloy wheels, full LED lighting, storage racks and trays 
and more.



High performance enclosed car trailer 
suitable for automotive logistics and 
motorsport. 

d car trailer 
stics and 

RACE SPORT



CONFIGURE YOUR RACE SPORT...

AT A GLANCE

with a reversing camera with assistor ramps
For easy loading. Comes with 12V 
battery pack and remote control

with an electric winch
120° camera provides assistance 
when reversing into tight spaces

1.5m fold-out ramps for an 
ultra-low loading angle 

Up to 3,000kg gross weight, with bed lengths from 4.5m to 5.5m.

Large gull-wing side doors and hatches for easy access. 

Strut-assisted rear doors incorporating assistor ramps.

Designed for loading of low ground clearance vehicles.

Wide range of options include alloy wheels, storage racks, electric winch, tyre rack 
and full LED lighting.



Lightweight and aerodynamic enclosed 
trailer with a one piece body for mid-sized 
rally, club racing, motorsport or 
classic car transport.

RACE SHUTTLE 3
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CONFIGURE  RACE SHUTTLE 3...

AT A GLANCE

with a with 
For easy loading. 4,500 lb pulling 
capacity and remote control

with an
For storage of multiple spare 
wheels and fuel cans

Available in Silver or diamond-cut 
Anthracite

Individual ramps are stored within the deck.

Standard features include side storage pockets, loading ramps and LED lighting.

Options include tyre rack and fuel storage, electric or manual winch and 
wheel stop bar.



and sleek car transporter trailer for smaller 
rally, club racing, motorsport or 
classic car transport.

RACE
SHUTTLE 2

er trailer for smaller 
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CONFIGURE  RACE SHUTTLE 2...

AT A GLANCE

Individual ramps are stored within the deck.

Standard features include hydraulic tilt-bed, ramps and LED lighting.

Options include tyre rack and fuel storage, electric or manual winch and 
wheel stop bar.

with a with 
For easy loading. 4,500 lb pulling 
capacity and remote control

with an

variety of vehicles
Available in Silver or diamond-cut 
Anthracite.



Market leading open car trailer used by logistics 
professionals or those carrying a variety of vehicles. 
Available in twin or tri-axle variants with 3,500kg 
gross weight, the T Transporter is available 
with a wide range of options.

T TRANSPORTER

variety of vehicles.
nts with 3,500kg
s available
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CONFIGURE  T TRANSPORTER...

AT A GLANCE

with a with an 
Creates a low loading angle for 
cars with low ground clearance

with an
For storage of multiple spare 
wheels and tyres

For easy loading. 8,000 lb pulling 
capacity and remote control

Standard features include storage locker, high grip surface with multiple anchor 
points, 1.8m loading ramps and LED lighting.

Optional equipment includes alloy wheels, cross-over ramps, full width tail panel, 
electric and hydraulic tilt bed and a choice of winches.



An open car trailer with a 3000kg gross weight, 
perfectly suited for vehicle recovery, transport logistics 
and motorsport. A Transporter features easy glide, 

A TRANSPORTER

h a 3000kg gross weight, 
hicle recovery, transport logistics 
nsporter features easy glide, 
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CONFIGURE  A TRANSPORTER...

AT A GLANCE

with 

Punched chassis runways provide high-grip surface and allow over-wheel strapping. 

Glide-out, punched ramps located under runway are easy to use, don’t require any 

Standard equipment includes centre decking along with a front under-deck 
storage tray.

Optional equipment includes tyre rack, storage box and alloy wheels.

with a 
For storage of multiple spare 
wheels and tyres

with an 
For easy loading. 4,500 lb pulling 
capacity and remote control



      

ABOUT
US

Brian James Trailers Ltd.
Sopwith Way  Drayton Fields Industrial Estate  Daventry  Northamptonshire  NN11 8PB

Tel  01327 308833   |   Email  enquiries@brianjamestrailers.co.uk

www.brianjamestrailers.co.uk

Brian James Trailers designs and manufactures trailers up to 3.5 tonnes gross weight that 
are built to perform to the highest standards with an emphasis on quality, innovation, service 
and performance. All our trailers are designed and manufactured at our factory in Daventry, 
Northamptonshire, in the heart of the UK’s motorsport region.

As well as our car transporter range, we also manufacture a wide range of commercial trailers. 
Our rugged plant and general-purpose trailers provide safe and secure transport with quiet 
towing characteristics for diggers, dumpers, excavators, access platforms and other machinery.

Whether it’s in our car transporters or commercial trailers, our values shine through, and 
we pride ourselves on the strength, reliability and aesthetics of our designs. In a word, it is 
“quality” that we strive for in everything that we do.
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